
 

[Prime Avatar]: A prime avatar is a physical and spiritual gestalt that serves as a 
mortal anchor for transcendent power. It does not have a soul of its own, serving as a 
vessel through which your soul can be expressed, fully embodying your 
consciousness and mortal power. The power of your avatar is limited to your mortal 
power and serves as a means to grow that power. As the anchor for your 
transcendent power, the prime vessel is required to exert certain aspects of that 
power upon physical reality. 

 
[Numen]: Your transcendent power has aspects of divinity that are imbued into the 

avatar that is the mortal embodiment of your will and power. Your avatar can express 
that power in ways that reflect your hegemonic and defiant nature. Traits and abilities 
your avatar inherits include: establishing spiritual domains; Akashic Speech; stripping 
and transforming remnant magic from magic entities you have killed or destroyed; 
being immune to rank suppression as well as detection, tracking and assessment 
magic; negating aura-related abilities by fully suppressing the aura of the ability’s 
user. 

 
[System Administrator]: Gain access to all aspects of the system, along with 

additional interface features such as maps, voice and image chat, party and raid 
group functionality, and the ability to assess creatures and objects. You can grant 
these additional features to others in a party or raid group. You can access the 
system interface of others if you have their permission or have suppressed their aura. 

 
[Relics of the King]: Access the astral throne, astral gate and soul forge to limited 

degrees. Reinforce the stability of dimensional spaces through your presence and 
transgress sealed or unstable dimensional apertures. Exceed the normal limitations 
of portal abilities at the cost of additional mana, potentially suffering backlash for 
extreme expenditure. Use your aura to suppress spiritual manipulation and suppress 
or enhance soul attacks. 

 
[Sacred Phoenix]: Soul-based abilities learned prior to astral nexus transfiguration 

have been refined for use by your prime avatar. Afflictions can also add [Ghost Fire]. 
On suffering damage that would be lethal, transform into a ghost fire phoenix. After 
ghost phoenix transformation is triggered, it cannot be used again for one year. That 
time is reduced by absorbing life force, and further reduced by life force containing 
fundamental reality material. 

 
 [Palanquin]: Your dark essence familiar can transform its bodies into one or more 

forms of transportation. These forms can offer luxury and utility but are relatively 
fragile for their rank. Your blood familiar can reinforce any single form, enhancing its 
durability, allowing it to repair itself rapidly and heal anyone inside with moderate 
efficacy. Your doom familiar can add offensive and defensive capabilities any single 
form. 

 

 


